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Definitions 
l  “Transmission of information not encoded in DNA 

sequences from cell to daughter cell or from generation 
to generation” 

l  “Mitotically or meiotically heritable changes in gene 
expression that do not involve a change in DNA 
sequence” 

 
l  “Modifications of the DNA or associated proteins, other 

than DNA sequence variation, that carry information 
content during cell division” 



Mechanisms 

Feinberg et al. JAMA 2008; 299: 1345-1350 



Mechanisms 

Bernstein et al., Cell 2007; 128, 669–681 



Mechanisms 

l  Transfer of methylation from cell to daughter 
cell: 

Ann Rev Gen Hum Gen 2004; 5:479-510 



Mechanisms 

l  Methylation is widespread in the human 
genome, except for… 

l  CpG Islands 
l  Defined by GC content >55%, observed to expected 

CpG frequency >0.6, and >500 bp 
l  Hypomethylated 
l  Enriched in genes promoters (56% of genes) 
l  ~12% are methylated, which leads to repression of 

gene expression 



Functions 
l  Why epigenetics? 

l  Gene expression regulation:  
l  DNA methylation represses gene expression 
l  Explains the phenotypic differentiation of cells with the exact 

same sequence of DNA 
l  Complex regulation at the histone level… 

l  Inhibits transposon replication (?) 

l  Innate immunity (?) 



How to measure epigenetic 
changes? 
l  Discrimination methods: 

l  Methylation sensitive restriction enzymes 
l  Affinity (antibodies or binding proteins) 
l  Bisulfite sequencing 

l  Detection methods: 
l  Gel electrophoresis 
l  Sanger sequencing 
l  DNA tiling arrays 
l  SNP genotyping 
l  Next-generation sequencing sequencing 



How to measure epigenetic 
changes? 

Advantages: 
-Can detect all types of epigenetic changes 
-Amenable to whole-genome screening 
-Can use a variety of detection methods 
Disadvantages: 
-Technically challenging 
-Dependant on the antibody 
-Low resolution 

Chromatin Immunoprecipitation (ChIP) 



How to measure epigenetic 
changes? 

l  Bisulfite sequencing: 

www.epigenomics.com 

Advantages: 
-Single base-pair resolution 
-Amenable to whole-genome screening 
-Can use a variety of detection methods 
-Easy to use 
Disadvantages: 
-Only for methylation 



How to measure epigenetic 
changes? 

l  Cutting-edge methods: 
l  Array based methylation analysis (Bisulfite) 

l  Technology based on SNP genotyping 
l  Coverage of >450K CpG loci 
l  Low cost (!) 

l  Bisulfite with next-generation sequencing 
l  ChIP-Seq (next generation sequencing)  
l  Mass spectrometry for histone modifications 



Epigenetics and Disease 



Epigenetics and Disease 

l  First example in 1983 with the widespread 
loss of DNA methylation in colorectal cancer 
l  Cancer as a genetic disease 
l  De-differentiation 

l  Single gene disorders of the epigenetic 
machinery 
l  Rett syndrome (MeCP2) 
l  Immunodeficiency, centromeric instability and 

facial anomalies (DNMT3B) 



Genomic Imprinting 

l  “The epigenetic marking of a locus on the 
basis of parental origin, which results in 
monoallelic gene expression” 

l  In other words: 
l  Imprinting is a special case of epigenetics 
l  Occurs when either the maternal or paternal allele 

is exclusively expressed 
l  Established in the parental gametes 
l  ~1% of all genes are imprinted! 



Genomic Imprinting 
l  ‘Parental conflict hypothesis’ 

l  Paternally expressed genes tend to increase fetal growth 

l  Maternally expressed genes tend to decrease fetal growth 

l  Therefore controls the amount of resources that are 
extracted from the mother by her offspring 

l  Thought to have occurred because of polygamy, viviparity 
and substancial maternal investments in the offspring 
without a similar level of investment by the father 



Genomic Imprinting 

Ann Rev Gen Hum Gen 2004; 5:479-510 



Genomic Imprinting 

l  Beckwith-Wiedemann Syndrome: 
l  Clinical characteristics: 

l  Pre-natal overgrowth 
l  Midline abdominal wall defects 
l  Ear creases or pit 
l  Neonatal hypoglycemia 
l  Wilms and other embryonal tumors 

l  Caused by LOI of the IGF2 (11p15.5) gene in 
15% of cases 

Ann Rev Gen Hum Gen 2004; 5:479-510 



Genomic Imprinting 

Weksberg et al. Eur J Hum Gen 2010; 18: 8-14 



Genomic Imprinting 

Ann Rev Gen Hum Gen 2004; 5:479-510 



Genomic Imprinting 

Weksberg et al. Eur J Hum Gen 2010; 18: 8-14 



Genomic Imprinting 

l  Interestingly, lymphocytes in approximately 
10% of the human population have LOI at the 
IGF2 locus 
l  Strongly correlated with IGF2 LOI in normal 

colonic mucosa 
l  Itself a strong risk factor (OR ~ 5) for colorectal 

cancer 
l  Has been proposed as a biomarker… 



Complex Traits and Epigenetics 



Common Disease Genetic and 
Epigenetic Hypothesis 

 
 
“In addition to genetic variation, epigenetics 

provides an added layer of variation that 
might mediate the relationship between 
genotype and internal and external 
environmental factors” 

 

Feinberg et al. JAMA 2008; 299: 1345-1350 



Common Disease Genetic and 
Epigenetic Hypothesis 

l  In other words, environmental factors 
modifying epigenetic marks on the DNA 
result in loss of phenotypic plasticity 
characteristic of aging 

l …But are environmental factors really 
modifying epigenetic marks on the DNA?? 



Complex Traits and 
Epigenetics 

l  Monozygotic twins 
l  Same DNA sequence 
l  Similar but not truly identical phenotype 
l  Epigenetic marks thought to explain differences 
l  Greater variance of DNA methylation and histone 

modification in older monozygotic twins than in 
younger twins 

l  Twins who had spent their life apart had the 
greatest difference 



Complex Traits and 
Epigenetics 
l  MZ Vs DZ twins 

l  Classical model to study genetic effects 

l  Intra-pair correlation MZ >> DZ 

l  …But depends on whether the twins are 
dichorionic (first 4 days) or monochorionic 

l  Apparently, genetic variation plays a negligible 
role in explaining these differences 

Kaminsky et al. Nat Gen 2009; 41: 240-5 



Complex Traits and 
Epigenetics 

l  Dietary methionine and DNA methylation 
l  Methionine is an essential amino acid that is 

converted to a biologically active donor state 
through a pathway also involving folate, B6 and 
B12 

l  Necessary for DNA methylation 
l  In mice, reduction of dietary methionine affects 

coat color by altering DNA methylation of the 
agouti gene 



Complex Traits and 
Epigenetics 

l  Agouti encodes a paracrine molecule that 
promotes follicular melanocytes to produce 
yellow phaeomelanin rather than the black 
pigment 

l  Normally expressed only transiently during 
hair growth in hair follicules, resulting in 
brown (agouti) coat color  



Complex Traits and 
Epigenetics 

l  A cryptic promoter induces constitutive 
expression of agouti, leading to yellow fur, 
diabetes, obesity and tumorigenesis 

l  The degree of methylation of the cryptic 
promotor varies dramatically among 
individuals, causing wide distribution in coat 
color, from yellow (un-Me) to brown (Me) 



Common Disease Genetic and 
Epigenetic Hypothesis 

Jirtle et al. Nat Rev Gen 2007; 8: 253-62 



Common Disease Genetic and 
Epigenetic Hypothesis 

Kaminsky et al. Nat Gen 2009; 41: 240-5 



Complex Traits and 
Epigenetics 

Kaminsky et al. Nat Gen 2009; 41: 240-5 



Complex Traits and 
Epigenetics 

Kaminsky et al. Nat Gen 2009; 41: 240-5 



Complex Traits and 
Epigenetics 

Kaminsky et al. Nat Gen 2009; 41: 240-5 



Complex Traits and 
Epigenetics 

l  Is this relevant to human biology? 

l  In a population of uremic patients, 
hypomethylation was associated with 
hyperhomocysteinemia 

l  Folate therapy restored DNA methylation to 
normal levels and corrected the patterns of gene 
expression 

Ingrosso et al., Lancet 2003 May 17;361(9370):1693-9  



Complex Traits and 
Epigenetics 

l  Epigenic programming by maternal behavior 
l  Nurturing behavior of female mice is passed from 

generation-to-generation 
l  Not germline inherited but passed on to the 

offspring directly from the mother during the first 
week of postnatal life 

l  Nurturing behavior in the first week of life is 
associated with lifelong reduced fearfulness and 
HPA-axis response to stress 

Weaver et al., Nat Neurosci. 2004 Aug;7(8):847-54.  



Complex Traits and 
Epigenetics 
l  Maternal programming effects involve DNA 

methylation and histone modifications of a TF 
binding motif present at the brain-specific GR 
gene locus 

l  Experimentally reversible 

l  Shows that early postnatal life experiences 
can modify behavior by altering epigenome 



Complex Traits and 
Epigenetics 

But is this relevant in Humans? 



Complex Traits and 
Epigenetics 

l  Focused on SNPs associated with disease 
within 500 Kb of imprinted genes 

l  5 out 7 SNPs examined showed significant 
prental-origin-specific associations 
l  1 Breast cancer 
l  1 Basal-cell carcinoma 
l  3 Diabetes 

l  These SNPs are located at 7q32 and 11p15 



Complex Traits and 
Epigenetics 

l  One novel association with diabetes 

l  SNP rs2334499 confers risk when paternally 
inherited and protective when maternally 

l  Seems to decrease methylation at a differentially 
methylated CTCF-binding site 

l  Would not have been detected without taking into 
account parental origin 



Complex Traits and 
Epigenetics 

DB DB DB BrCa 



Epigenetics and Obesity 



Epigenetics and Obesity 



Epigenetics and Obesity 



Future directions 



Epigenetics Cartography 

l  International Human Epigenome Consortium 
l  Reference maps of human epigenomes 
l  Aims to decipher 1000 epigenomes 
l  Histone modifications and DNA methylation 
l  Why is this important? 

l  ENCODE 

www.ihec-epigenomes.org 



Epigenetics and Ethics 
l  Environmental Justice 

l  “Epigenetics provides a new window for 
understanding and possibly addressing the co-
morbidities associated with disparate environmental 
exposures” 

l  Intergenerational effects and equity 
l  “Each generation has an obligation to its descendant 

not to damage the genomes and epigenomes of future 
generations, such as through exposure to 
environmental hazards.” 

l  Privacy and confidentiality issues 
Rothstein et al. Nat Rev Gen AOP 



Bringing the Methylome to 
Medicine 

l  Diagnostic testing 
l  Cancer biomarker 
l  Marker of environmental exposure 
l  … 

l  Therapeutic tool 
l  Agents that modify the epigenome globally 
l  “Conventional” medicinal therapy targeting 

biochemical pathways that are disturbed 
epigenetically in disease 



Thanks! 


